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Quantitative Assessment of Service Pattern:
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Abstract—For modern service industry (MSI), service pattern is a service provision approach to support the realisation of business
model that involves participants from various domains and organizations. A comprehensive description and quantitative assessment of
service patterns is of great significance for optimizing the organizational cooperation process in MSI and improving the competitiveness
of enterprises. However, most relevant studies on service patterns stay at the level of business processes and qualitative analysis,
lacking a comprehensive description of data, resources, and value exchanges among participants. Studies related to pattern
assessment focus more on QoS (Quality of Service) rather than consideration of the utility of multi-participant collaboration. Hence, two
issues need to be tackled for future development of MSI: a) How to systematically describe and distinguish service patterns with the
same business processes. b) How to assess and compare service patterns quantitively and comprehensively.
In this work, we propose a service pattern assessment framework which consists of two parts. As part one, we complement the service
pattern description language (SPDL) with extended elements and observable attributes to empower it with quantitative analysis,
namely Quantitative SPDL (SPDL-Q). In part two, a set of service pattern assessment metrics are designed to assess not only the
quality of the services but also the cooperation efficiency of the participants and the orchestration effect of the service patterns
elements. The proposed framework was then further validated by a case study, of which four E-commerce service patterns were
studied to reveal their evolvement processes. Correlation experiments were also performed to identify the pattern features that have
the greatest impact on each metric, so to provide guidance and suggestions for pattern design. Finally, the innovation and significance
of the work are outlined and discussed.

Index Terms—service pattern, modern service industry, business process, process design, process reconstruction.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

TO meet the requirement of current industrialization
development, MSI (Modern Service Industry) has been

proposed which was built on information technology and
modern management concepts. MSI is characterized by the
need to coordinates data, resources, values, services, and
participants from various domains and organizations. For
instance, finance, logistics, seller, and customer and their
services, resources, etc. together constitute a typical MSI
business, E-commerce. To have a comprehensive description
of all these elements and collaborations, service pattern is
proposed.

Service pattern describes the method of service coor-
dination, data transmission, resource allocation and value
exchange among different participants in MSI. It focuses on
collaboration and exchange of resources and values between
multiple domains and cross-organizations. For the emerg-
ing MSI represented by E-commerce and Internet health-
care service, the design and assessment of service patterns
have become important factors and means of determining
business competitiveness [1]. Under those circumstances,
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relevant studies on service modeling and business models
have been carried out.

Service modeling and business process management
have been studied for long in the field of service com-
puting. At present, most of the business process models
can be grouped into two types: activity-centric modeling
methods represented by BPMN (Business Process Model-
ing Notation) [2] and BPEL (Business Process Execution
Language) [3], and data-centric modeling methods repre-
sented by artifact-centric models [4]. In order to depict the
interactions between different participants or organizations,
collaboration and choreography were proposed and studied
as well [5], [6], [7]. However, existed methods focus more
on arrangements of services and information interactions,
but lack consideration of multi-domain collaboration and
resource value exchange, thus cannot meet the need for
systematic modeling, quantitative evaluation, and analysis
of service patterns.

As for business models, they have been put forwarded
by researchers in economics and management areas. Re-
search on business models contributes mainly in three as-
pects: conceptual model, typology method, and industry
model and typical cases. The conceptual model refers to
abstraction and formalization for business models. The ty-
pology methods mainly focus on qualitative studies and
classification methodologies. The research on industry mod-
els and typical cases are mostly empirical studies based on
individual cases. Most of those research are qualitative anal-
ysis and lack computable modeling methods or quantitative
analysis theory.

Service patterns of E-commerce have been evolved since
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Fig. 1. The middleman pattern, platform pattern, and proprietary pattern share the same business process, which make it difficult to analyse the
differences among the three.

the last few decades, among which four patterns are typ-
ical, i.e., middleman pattern, platform pattern, proprietary
pattern, and new retail pattern. These four patterns are all
based on business activities centered on the exchanges of
goods by means of information network technology, which
leads to similar workflow designs. The middleman pattern,
platform pattern, and proprietary pattern even share the
same workflow in most cases (see Fig. 1). That leaves two
challenges for further development of E-commerce: a) How
to systematically describe the service patterns and distinguish
the ones with the same business processes. b) How to assess and
compare service patterns quantitively and comprehensively.

In previous work, we have analysed and modeled the
service pattern in detail and proposed the service pattern
description language (SPDL) [8]. It partially overcomes the
first challenge, but cannot provide the solution of the sec-
ond. In this work, we expand the notations of SPDL and
propose a Quantitative SPDL (SPDL-Q), based on which a
service pattern assessment framework is built. Innovation in
this work are reflected in the following aspects:

• A framework for service pattern assessment is pro-
posed. It can transform service pattern computing
from ambiguous and qualitative cognition to precise
and quantitative analysis;

• We complement SPDL to SPDL-Q with extended el-
ements and observable attributes. SPDL-Q can quan-
tify service patterns from four perspectives: work-
flow, data flow, resource flow, and value flow;

• A set of service pattern assessment metrics are de-
signed to evaluate the impact of different partici-
pants cooperation and service coordinations;

• Outline the benefits of the advantages created by
platform pattern, proprietary pattern, and new retail
patterns compared to middleman E-commerce pat-
tern through a data-driven case study;

• Pattern features and correlation experiments are ex-
tracted and conducted to inspect the most influential
factors on pattern metrics, which could be enlighten-
ing to relevant practitioners.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section
2 briefly reviews previous research. Section 3 outlines the
overall assessment framework. Section 4 introduces the
SPDL-Q notations. Section 5 introduces the service pattern
assessment metrics. Section 6 is a data-driven case study
that reports our experimental results. Section 7 introduces
eleven pattern features and studies the factors which influ-
ence each metric mostly. Section 8 carries out the compari-
son between SPDL-Q and other service modeling methods.
Section 9 is the conclusion of the work.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Service Modeling and Analysis
As one of the key technologies in the field of software en-
gineering and service computing, service modeling has at-
tracted attention from both industry and academics. The tra-
ditional business process modeling methods, among which
BPMN and BPEL are the most widely used ones, mainly
focus on service operation and process management. Based
on those methods, extensions like semantics, human tasks,
and data quality were also introduced [9], [10], [11]. In
addition, efforts were put to further abstract and simplify
the BPMN process models [12], [13].

Artifact-centric model is another typical way of mod-
eling. It was proposed and defined as four dimensions of
business process: business entity, lifecycle, service, and as-
sociation [4], [14]. Artifact-centric models create a symbiosis
between data and processes, which are available for model
checking, verification, and validation [15]. The configurable
modeling framework for artifact-centric business processes
was proposed as well to support the business evolution [16].

Although current available approaches can describe
business processes and information interactions nicely, they
lack consideration of multi-domain collaboration and re-
source value exchange between participants. Therefore
knowledge and technologies of business models and service
patterns need to be introduced.

2.2 Business Model
Business model is a kind of holistic approach towards ex-
plaining the mechanisms of business [17], [18]. At present,
the study on business model mainly focuses on the con-
ceptual model, typology method, and industry model and
typical cases. Conceptual model research mainly studies the
concepts and composition of the business models. Amit
et. al. did a systematic study on a theoretical basis and
put forward the concept of business model integration for
the first time [19]. After that, Leshub et. al. proposed a
framework for modeling business model with UML [20].

Typology method research is to divide the business
model into several different categories for classification.
Madlberger et. al. established a business model analysis
framework that includes three transaction stages of infor-
mation acquisition, achievement, and implementation [21].
Liu et. al. conducted classification research on the busi-
ness model of urban agriculture [22]. Furthermore, typol-
ogy research on business models can also help to classify
organizations and position how they create and capture
values [23]. Model typology was developed for conceptual
understanding of circular business models as well [24].

Industry models and typical case studies mainly work
on specific cases to study the characteristics and contents
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Fig. 2. The overall assessment framework.

of a specific business model. Many researchers applied the
existing theoretical tools to some specific industries, such as
personal entertainment services and mobile communities,
and carried out applied research [25], [26]. In addition,
Beynon et. al. analysed and discussed the business model
of E-business and E-commerce and visualised them [27].

However, most of existing business model researches
are qualitative analysis, and lack of deterministic and com-
putable modeling methods. As a result, it could be hard, by
those means, to analyse the impact of specific activities and
objects in the business processes and guide the assessment
and optimization of the service patterns.

2.3 Service Pattern

Different from the previous two types of patterns, service
pattern was invented within a completely new strategy.
Researchers have various understanding towards the defi-
nition of service patterns. Liang et. al. proposed the concept
of service pattern from the perspective of users, and divided
the patterns into three layers: user requirements layer, tem-
plate layer, and instance layer [28]. Li et. al. considered the
service pattern as a workflow-based exchange of resources
and proposed a domain specific language to help enterprise
managers to analyse basic business strategies [29]. More-
over, some other service pattern models and description
languages were proposed to help with the reuse and value
analysis of business processes [8], [30].

To improve service pattern strategies, research have
been conducted from different perspectives. Duan et. al.
proposed methods to improve the reusability and optimize
the strategies of service patterns [31]. Yin et. al. proposed
an economic analyse method on service patterns to support
modifications towards better benefit [32]. To study the prof-
itability of a business, service pattern with resource usage
situation is extracted by the service description and system
log [33].

However, the service patterns mentioned above could
be considered merely as an abstraction or extension of
the business processes. The relevant analysis methods also
focused only on business process management and service
quality analysis, which are not enough to support the

conduction of comprehensive and quantitative analysis of
service patterns on multi-domain cooperation and resource
value exchange. In this work, we propose a service pattern
assessment framework to depict and assess not only the
business processes and services but also the cooperation of
the participants and the orchestration of the service patterns
elements.

3 SERVICE PATTERN ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

For a better understanding of the content below, the overall
assessment framework is outlined in Fig. 2. The left part
of Fig. 2 shows the five phases of the framework. The first
phase is to study the case and abstract the service elements.
The second phase is to design the service pattern through
workflow, data flow, resource flow, and value flow. The
third phase is to formalize the service pattern through quan-
titative attributes. The fourth phase is to generate pattern
data through practice implementations or simulation exper-
iments. Finally, we monitor and assess the generated data,
and provide feedback on the performance of the service
pattern.

Among them, the former three phases are carried out
by stakeholders on the basis of SPDL-Q. As shown in
the top right corner of Fig. 2, SPDL-Q can describe the
service patterns by workflow, data flow, resource flow, and
value flow. Further quantitative analysis is supported by the
extended service pattern attributes. The details about SPDL-
Q are elaborated in Section 4.

The last two phases can be completed automatically
through the assessment metrics designed as shown in the
lower right corner of Fig. 2. To put forward an overall eval-
uation of the service pattern, the normalized expenditure is
proposed based on the metrics from five aspects including
time, cost, reliability, value creation, and efficiency. Pattern
entropy is proposed in order to measure the chaos degree of
multi-domain element coordination. The calculation meth-
ods and connotations of all metrics are given in Section 5.

The framework has been implemented to a service
pattern-oriented computing platform developed by our
team, on which the case study in Section 6 is deployed.
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4 SPDL-Q: SERVICE PATTERN DESCRIPTION
LANGUAGE FOR QUANTITATIVE COMPUTATION

In this section, we briefly introduce service pattern descrip-
tion language (SPDL), the predecessor of this work, and
discuss the differences and innovations made in SPDL-Q.
Then we illustrate the elements of SPDL-Q in detail.

4.1 Service pattern description language
SPDL was proposed in 2016 to meet the needs of resource
and data interaction management in modern service indus-
try by depicting service patterns from three perspectives:
workflow, data and resource [8]. It formalizes data and
resource in process more comprehensively and support
better analysis of data and resource exchange compared to
classical business process models.

The SPDL-Q extends SPDL via the characterization of
the run-time performance expectations and value flow. In
particular, the SPDL-Q complements the SPDL as follows:

• Runtime properties (e.g., time, cost, and reliability)
are added for activity, gateway and event to enable
model designers to simulate and assess the model
before deployment.

• The definition of service pattern has been extended,
from an activity abstraction in SPDL to a convergence
of participants, workflow, value flow, data flow and
resource flow in SPDL-Q.

• Value is modeled independently, and the transforma-
tion between value and resource is considered.

• The types of participants are considered to depict the
impact of introducing collaboration between partici-
pants from different organizations and domains.

• The observable attributes of data, resources and
value are considered and modeled to support the es-
timation of communication, transmission and trans-
action efficiency.

4.2 Service elements in SPDL-Q
In this section, the definitions of the elements in SPDL-Q
are given in a top-down way along with corresponding
examples taken from middleman pattern of E-commerce
(see Fig. 5a).

The service pattern Γ is an abstraction of business rela-
tionship among participants from four perspectives: work-
flow, data flow, resource flow and value flow (see Definition
1). Tab. 1 illustrates the service pattern from the example
of middleman E-commerce pattern. As defined, the service
pattern consists of three data flows, two resource flows,
and five value flows based on the workflow between the
four participants. Participants form an association through
a workflow by declaring the nodes on which they operate.
The data flows, resource flows, and value flows start and
end at nodes in the workflow. Therefore they can also ex-
press the exchanges of data, resources, and values between
participants.

Defintion 1. A service pattern is a 6-tuple Γ = (idΓ, P, w, D, Θ,
V), where idΓ is the identifier, P is the set of participants, w is the
workflow, D is the set of data flows, Θ is the set of resource flows,
and V is the set of value flows.

TABLE 1
Service Pattern Example: Middleman E-commerce Pattern

Middleman E-commerce Pattern

P :Participants Seller, Customer, Logistics Company,
Financial Institution.

w :Workflow Online transaction workflow.

D :Data Flows
Seller logistics data flow,
Consumer logistics data flow,
Return logistics data flow.

Θ :Resource Flows Transaction resource flow,
Return resource flow.

V :Value Flows

Advance payment value flow,
seller settlement value flow,
logistics settlement value flow,
return logistics value flow,
return refund value flow.

TABLE 2
Workflow Example: Online Transaction Workflow

Online Transaction Workflow

A :Activities Place an order, Pay for the order,
Confirm Payment, Consign for shipment,...

G :Gateways Whether to return, Whether need to send back.

E :Events Start transaction,
Transaction success, Transaction failed.

F :Connectors {Flow 0s2tw9v, Start transaction, Place an order},
{Flow 0jrv32v, Place an order, Pay for the order},...

The workflow represents the business process based on
which the data, resource, and value could be exchanged.
There are three kinds of node in the workflow, namely
activity, gateway, and event, which are linked by a set of
connectors (see Definition 2).

Tab. 2 illustrates an example of online transaction work-
flow. The activities are used to represent the operations
performed by the participants, such as place an order.
The gateways can route workflows to different branches
depending on the situation and eventually generate events
for successful or failed transactions. All activities, gateways,
and events are connected by flows.

Defintion 2. A workflow is a 5-tuple w = (idw, A, G, E, F),
where idw is the identifier, A is the set of activities, G is the set of
gateways, E is the set of events, and F is the set of connectors.

The data flow depicts the communication between par-
ticipants and consists of name, type, size, and a connector
(see Definition 3). The data type could be any common or
custom data formats, like JSON and XML. The connector
involved is used to depict the producer and consumer of
data.

Tab. 3 illustrates a seller logistics data flow. That data
flow carries 2048byte JSON formatted seller logistics data,
which is generated in the ”Ship the goods” activity and used
in the ”Agree the request” activity.

Defintion 3. A data flow is a 5-tuple d = (idd, nd, κd, εd, f)
∈ D, where idd is the identifier, nd is the name, κd is the data
type, εd is the size, f is the connector to indicate the transference
of the data.

The resource flow can illustrate physical assets that are
delivered for trading between two participants on the basis
of the workflow (see Definition 4). For a resource flow, the
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TABLE 3
Data Flow Example: Seller Logistics Data Flow

Seller Logistics Data Flow
nd :Data Name Seller logistics data

κd :Type JSON
εd :Size 2048 byte

f :Connector {Flow 1cv14qy, Ship the goods,
Agree the request}

TABLE 4
Resource Flow Example: Transaction Resource Flow

Transaction Resource Flow
nθ :Resource Name Goods

κθ :Type Clothes
εθ :Weight 1000g

f :Connector {Flow 0zgwtcp, Consign for shipment,
Confirm receipt}

type κθ could be food, clothes, etc. The εθ would be the
weight of the resource.

Tab. 4 illustrates a transaction resource flow. The re-
source flow represents a 1000g shipment of the clothing
class, sent in the ”Consign for shipment” activity and re-
ceived in the ”Confirm receipt” activity.

Defintion 4. A resource flow is a 5-tuple θ = (idθ, nθ , κθ, εθ,
f) ∈ Θ, where idθ is the identifier, nθ is the name of the carried
resource, κθ is the type of the resource, εθ is the weight, f is the
connector to indicate the transference of the resource.

The value flow refers to the money transaction between
participants under the service pattern. It includes the value
name, the currency used, volume, and the connector (see
Definition 5). The connector f in a value object indicates
the nodes where the value is provided and received. The
transferences of the data, resource, and value occur only
when all nodes of the connectors have completed execution.

Tab. 5 illustrates an advance payment value flow. The
value flow represents the payment for goods of 200 CNY,
which is paid in the ”Pay for the order” activity and con-
firmed in the ”Confirm the order” activity.

Defintion 5. A value flow is a 5-tuple v = (idv , nv , κv , εv ,
f) ∈ V, where idv is the identifier, nv is the name, κv is the
currency type, εv is the volume, f is the connector to indicate the
transference of the value.

The connector can be used to describe the business
logic in workflow, the transference of data, the transmission
of resources, and the exchange of value. The source and
target node of a connector should be linked to the activities,
gateways, and events with respect to Γ (see Definition 6).

TABLE 5
Value Flow Example: Advance Payment Value Flow

Advance Payment Value Flow
nv :Value Name Payment for goods

κv :Type CNY
εv :Volume 200

f :Connector {Flow 06nc2to, Pay for the order,
Confirm the order}

TABLE 6
Participant Example: Customer

Customer
κp :Type Individual

IDa :Activities Place an order, Pay for the order, Confirm receipt,
Apply for return, Consign for return.

IDg :Gateways Whether to return.
IDe :Events Start transaction.

Defintion 6. A flow connector is a triple f = (idf , ids, idt),
where idf is the identifier, ids and idt are identifiers of source
node and target node, respectively. A source node or target node
could be one of the activities, events, or gateways.

For the definition of participants, as shown in Definition
7, in addition to declaring the activities, gateways, events
that they need to perform, participants own an attribute of
type. The participant type κp is mainly used to represent the
organization or superior of the participants and is allowed
to refer to another participant. This enables the relationships
between participants to form a tree structure to determine
the domain of participants in a complex service pattern. For
the participants who are no subordinate to another one, their
types should be the reserved word ”individual”.

Tab. 6 shows an example of a consumer participant.
The consumer participates in five activities, one gateway,
and one event. In this example, since the type of both
consumer and seller is ”Individual”, it obvious to tell that
the shown middleman E-commerce pattern is also a C2C
pattern (Consumer to Consumer).

Defintion 7. A participant is a 5-tuple p = (idp, κp, IDa, IDg ,
IDe) ∈ P, where idp is the identifier, κp is the type, and IDa, IDg ,
and IDe are the identifiers of the activities, gateways, and events
the participant participate in. Specifically, κp is mainly used to
represent the organization or superior of the participants.

As for the workflow nodes, i.e., event, activity, and
gateway, we follow the basic definition in SPDL [8]. In short,
the events mark the start, intermediate and end states of
the service patterns. Each activity represents an API, a web
service, or a functional component. The gateway is mainly
responsible for routing and forwarding complex requests for
web services.

To support the quantitative calculation to a service pat-
tern, we extend the attributes of event, activity and gateway.
The extended attributes include the carrier m ∈ M, time T ,
cost C, and reliability R. Among them, m and M represent
the platform the nodes are deployed on and the full collec-
tion in the service pattern. T and C indicate the duration
and money that the node may take in a single run. R is the
probability of the node running successfully.

5 SERVICE PATTERN ASSESSMENT METRICS

Since the assessment of service patterns involves the ex-
change of data, resources, and values among multi-domain
organizations, service pattern assessment metrics were de-
signed to have time, cost, reliability, efficiency, value cre-
ation, normalized expenditure, and pattern entropy as par-
ticipants collaboration. It is aimed to be able to compre-
hensively assessing and estimating service pattern based on
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SPDL-Q during the design phase. Therefore, it is necessary
to calculate the expected value of each metric based on the
workflow in the service pattern.

In each assessment, we simulate progressively one ex-
ecution of the pattern starting from the start event and
estimate the metrics. The simulation is implemented by re-
cursive algorithms to resolve the calculation to complex and
nested workflow structures. When performing a recursion,
there are four cases to consider: sequential case, parallel
case, switch case, and base case. The calculate formulas of
the metrics in each case are introduced hereunder.

5.1 Time

Unlike the traditional single-user single platform pattern,
different web services are deployed on different servers
and executed by different participants in one MSI business.
Therefore, the service pattern time includes not only the web
service execution time but also the cooperation time intro-
duced by multi-participant cooperation and the interaction
time introduced by multi-platform interaction. On the one
hand, if the source and target participants of a connector f
in the workflow are different, extra time will be consumed in
the collaboration process of activity handover. For example,
in the middleman E-commerce pattern, due to the traffic
time required for the courier pickup, it usually takes hours
between the seller ”consign for shipment” and the logistics
company ”ships the goods”, though they are consecutive ac-
tivities. On the other hand, if the carriers of source and target
are different, more information transmission time would be
introduced. E.g., an invocation delay is approximately 25ms
under AWS (Amazon Web Services) environment, which is
usually lower than the normal cross-cloud connections [34].

To calculate the service pattern time T , we introduce
a recursive function T(ni) to calculate the execution time
required from node ni to the end. The recursive logic varies
depending on the type of node ni. When ni is an event or
an activity (sequential case), the recursive computation is
performed by Eq. 1a, where Tni

and Rni
are the time and

reliability of the workflow node ni resp., fi+1 and ni+1 are
the adjacent subsequent connector and node of ni resp., and
Tfi+1

is the execution time of connector fi+1. When ni is
a parallel gateway with K branches, T(ni) is the sum of
the time of node ni and the largest time of all K branches
(see Eq. 1b), where fi+k and ni+k are the kth adjacent
subsequent connector and node of ni resp. When ni is a non-
parallel gateway (switch case), T(ni) sum up the weighted
branch times (see Eq. 1c), and the weight αk indicates the
probability of the kth branch being called. When ni is the
end event of the pattern, Eq. 1d will be called as the base
case. Based on Eq. 1a-1d, it is clear that the pattern time T
can be obtained through T = T(startEvent).

T(ni) =



Tni
/Rni

+ Tfi+1
+ T(ni+1) (1a)

Tni
/Rni

+ max
1≤k≤K

(Tfi+k
+ T(ni+k)) (1b)

Tni
/Rni

+
∑K

k=1
αk(Tfi+k

+ T(ni+k)) (1c)

Tni
/Rni

(1d)

5.2 Cost

Since that the web services in MSI are mostly deployed
and operated separately, the pattern cost should include
the activity and gateway waiting cost in addition to the
basic cost of service operation. For instance, in the process
of E-commerce transactions, even if the consumer does not
return the goods, the relevant services are still running on
the servers, consuming energy and generating costs.

Similar to the calculation of time, we introduce a recur-
sive function C(ni) to calculate the execution cost required
from node ni to the end. Cbni

is used to represent the basic
cost of node ni. Cwni

and T wni
are the waiting cost per unit of

time and the waiting time resp. In sequential cases, i.e., ni
is an event or an activity, C(ni) can be calculated through
Eq. 2a, where ni+1 is the adjacent subsequent node of ni.
When ni is a gateway (parallel and switch cases), C(ni) is
the sum of the weighted branch costs (see Eq. 2b), and the
weight αk indicates the likelihood of the kth branch being
called. The Eq. 2c is invoked as the base case when ni is the
end event. The pattern cost C can be estimated recursively
from the start event, which means C = C(startEvent).

C(ni) =


Cbni

+ Cwni
T wni

+ C(ni+1) (2a)

Cbni
+ Cwni

T wni
+

∑K

k=1
αk(C(ni+k)) (2b)

Cbni
+ Cwni

T wni
(2c)

5.3 Reliability

The reliability is the ratio of services running successfully,
which is used to measure the probability of activities in the
service process running as required. The reliability can affect
the time and cost of the pattern, e.g., if the reliability of
an activity was 0.5, its running time would double and the
waiting cost of the subsequent nodes would also be affected.

The recursive function R(ni+1) is introduced to calculate
the overall reliability of the pattern from node ni to the
end. In a sequential case, the reliability is the product of
the reliabilities of all N nodes in the sequence (see Eq. 3a),
whereRni

is the reliability of node ni. In a parallel case, the
reliability is the minimum of the reliabilities of all K parallel
substructures (see Eq. 3b). In a switch case, the reliability is
the sum of the reliabilities of all K weighted substructures
(see Eq. 3c). The Eq. 3d is the base case which will be
invoked when ni is the end event. The pattern reliability
R can be obtained through R = R(startEvent).

R(ni) =



Rni
∗ R(ni+1) (3a)

Rni
∗ min

1≤k≤K
(R(ni+k)) (3b)

Rni
∗
∑K

k=1
αk(R(ni+k)) (3c)

Rni
(3d)

5.4 Efficiency

The efficiency of a service pattern depends on the trans-
mission efficiencies of the data, the resources, and the val-
ues. The calculation method is shown in Eq. 4. εo is the
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size/weight/volume of the data/resource/value object in
flow o. To is the corresponding transit time of flow o. fO
represent the base functions which is used to normalize the
three types of efficiencies according to their units. |O| is the
number of elements in the set O.

E =
∑

O∈{D,Θ,V}

∑
o∈O

1

3|O|
fO(

εo
To

) (4)

5.5 Value Creation
Value creation refers to the additional value generated by
the exchange of value and resources in the service pattern.
The additional value arises from the fact that the same
resource has different values for different participants. For
example, a broken vase may be worthless to a seller, but
it may be a priceless antique to a customer. Then the
trade of the vase creates additional value to both the seller
and the customer. In summary, the sum of the additional
value generated by each participant through the exchange
of resources and values in a service pattern constitutes the
value creation of the pattern.

For a participant, his or her value creation is the dif-
ference between the sum of the value and resources he
was expected to get and to spend under the pattern (see
Eq. 6 and 7). Vp is the value creation of participant p. Vs,
Θs, Vt, and Θt are the values and resources that are spent
or gained. αv,p and αθ,p are the ratios where value and
resource transmission occur. Ψθ,p is the value conversion
rate of resource θ to participant p. The sum of the value
creation of all participants is that of the pattern (see Eq. 5).

V =
∑
p∈P
Vp (5)

Vp = SUMV (p,Vt,Θt)− SUMV (p,Vs,Θs) (6)

SUMV (p,V,Θ) =
∑
v∈V

αv,pεv +
∑
θ∈Θ

αθ,pΨθ,pεθ (7)

5.6 Normalized Expenditure
In order to be able to evaluate and compare service patterns
comprehensively through a unified indicator, we propose
the pattern expenditure. The pattern expenditure represents
the loss per unit benefit per successful run of each node
in the pattern. The mentioned loss is the sum of the log-
arithms of the time and cost consumed by the pattern.
As for the mentioned benefit, it represents the product of
data/resources/value transmission and value creation.

The calculating formula is shown as Eq. 8. N is the
total number of workflow nodes, including activities, gate-
ways, and events. From the proportional relationship be-
tween pattern expenditure and each metric involved, i.e.,
L ∝ {T , C, 1/R, 1/V, 1/E}, it can be obtained that the
pattern expenditure will be reduced with decreasing pattern
time and cost whereas increasing reliability, value creation,
and efficiency. The pattern expenditure can be used to op-
timize service patterns by transforming the multi-objective
optimization problem into a single objective optimization
problem.

L =
log(T + 1) + log(C + 1)

N ∗ R ∗ V ∗ E
(8)

Fig. 3. Illustration of entropy function with 3 variables.

5.7 Pattern Entropy
The pattern entropy is introduced to indicate the chaos
degree of service pattern. As shown in Eq. 9, the pattern
entropy is the sum of the node entropy, the connector
entropy, the data entropy, the resource entropy, and the
value entropy.

For a better understanding of the metric, we draw the
Shannon entropy function with 3 variables in Fig. 3, which
apparently to be a convex function. The extreme value
appears when the probabilities of all variables are the same.
In other words, the smaller the value ofH, the more ordered
the service pattern is.

H = −
∑|M|
i=1 Pi log|M| Pi −

∑|J|
j=1 Pj log|J| Pj

−
∑

O∈{D,Θ,V}
∑
o∈O Po log|O| Po,

s.t. Pi = Ni

|A∪G∪E| , Pj =
Nj

|F| , Po = εo∑
o∈O εo

,∑|M|
i=1 Pi =

∑|J|
j=1 Pj =

∑
o∈O Po = 1

(9)

In Eq. 9, −
∑|M|
i=1 Pi log|M| Pi represent the value of node

entropy. Ni is the number of the workflow nodes run on the
ith carrier, |A ∪G ∪ E| is the total number of the nodes, and
|M| is the number of carriers involved in the service pattern.
Pi represents the distribution probability of workflow nodes
run on the ith carrier. The node entropy obtains a smaller
value when most of the nodes are running on a few carriers,
which also means that most of the services in the pattern
run on a uniform platform. For instance, in Fig. 5a, there
are 3 types of carriers, 18 nodes in total, and 11, 5, 2
nodes for each type of carrier. Then the node entropy is
− 11

18 log3
11
18−

5
18 log3

5
18−

2
18 log3

2
18 ≈ 0.82. In Fig. 5b, all 18

nodels run one same carrier, so the node entropy is 0 since
log2 1 = 0 (the base of the log takes 2 when there is only
1 carrier). Therefore, the service pattern whose nodes are
more centrally deployed will obtain a smaller node entropy.

Likewise, −
∑|J|
j=1 Pj log|J| Pj represent the value of con-

nector entropy. Here, we define that the connectors con-
necting nodes belonging to the participants with the same
types are of the same type. Nj is the number of the flows of
the jth type, |F| is the total flow number, and Pj indicates
the probability distribution of jth type of connectors. For
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Fig. 4. The notations of SPDL-Q diagram.

instance, in Fig. 5b, there are 18 connectors of 12 types.
Whereas in Fig. 5c there are also 18 connectors but in 4
different types. As a result, the connector entropy of Fig. 5c
(≈ 0.92) is smaller than that of Fig. 5b (≈ 0.95). Because the
seller, financial institution, and logistics company are of the
same type (all acted by E-commerce) in Fig. 5c. So, it is clear
that the connector entropy will increase if the participants in
the service pattern need to cooperate more times and more
variably.

As for data/resource/value entropy, they are calculated
by the part of −

∑
O∈{D,Θ,V}

∑
o∈O Po log|O| Po in Eq. 9. εo is

the size of the object in data/reousrce/value flow o, and Po
indicates the probability distribution of size in flow o. For
instance, if there are two data flows of the same size in a
service pattern, the data entropy value is − 1

2 log2
1
2 ∗ 2 = 1.

If we merge two data objects and implement them through
one data flow, then the corresponding pattern entropy is
reduced to 0. In other words, to lower the value of those
three terms, service patterns need to be designed to deliver
larger size objects within fewer times but not the other way
around.

In summary, the pattern entropy portrays the chaos
degree of a service pattern from five aspects. By hooking the
base of the log with the corresponding variation amount,
the range of pattern entropy is constrained to [0, 5]. Thus
it is possible to compare service patterns with a different
number of activities, connectors, data flows, resource flows,
and value flows under a unified metric.

6 DATA-DRIVEN CASE STUDY

In this section, from the perspective of market regulators,
we apply four typical patterns of E-commerce, i.e., middle-
man pattern, platform pattern, proprietary pattern, and new
retail pattern, to SPDL-Q. Below is the mapping relationship
between the graphic elements and the SPDL-Q elements
(see Fig. 4). Each figure represents a service pattern Γ. Each
lane represents a participant who is to execute or attend
the activities, gateways, and events within. The participant’s
name is indicated on the left attached with a color block to
present the type. The type is mainly used to represent the
organization or superior of the participant and is allowed
to refer to another participant. The activities, gateways, and
events are represented by squares, diamonds, and circles
respectively and connected by real lines. The color block
in the top left corner indicates the carrier of the node,
i.e., whose server the activity, gateway, or event is running
on. In practice, the carriers share the same fields as the
participant types. Data flows, value flows, and resource
flows are represented by dot dash lines, dot lines, and dash
lines, resp.

The graphical representations of the four patterns based
on SPDL-Q are shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5a to Fig. 5d,

they can be considered as the patterns experienced in dif-
ferent stages of E-commerce evolution. It is noticed that the
patterns share the same or similar workflows as mentioned
above in Fig. 1 if we inspect the workflow perspectives of
them. However, the differences among the patterns, which
are highlighted by red circles, can still be expressed ex-
plicitly through SPDL-Q. At the same time, through the
assessment metrics proposed hereinbefore, we can make
quantitative assessments and comparative analyses of the
four patterns.

Here, we assume to trade about 1 kilogram of goods
worth 200 CNY in four patterns. We set the attributes of
the pattern elements in the four patterns in Fig. 5 through
uniform (U), poisson (P), and exponential (E) distributions
(see Tab. 7). For each pattern, 1000 runs were conducted to
obtain a mean value and variance of the assessment metrics.
The assessment results are shown in Fig. 6.

6.1 Middleman Pattern
The middleman pattern is an E-commerce pattern in which
the E-commerce company is only responsible for building
an online platform to broker transactions, without providing
other additional services such as financial and logistics
services (see Fig. 5a). In the middleman pattern, there are
four participants. The consumer and the seller are different
individuals, and the activities they use are provided by E-
commerce companies. The financial institution and logistics
company provide their own services to help the consumer
and the seller complete the transaction together.

Under the middleman pattern, E-commerce companies
are only responsible for building online shopping platforms
to satisfy needs of consumers and sellers. The completion
of value and resource exchange needs supports from the
third-party logistics companies and financial institutions.
As a result, users’ data, resources, and values need to
be exchanged among different platforms and applications.
Consequently, although the logistics time is expected to be
3 days, it takes about 4.923 days to complete a transaction
under this pattern on average. At the same time, the cost
expected of manpower, logistics, and operation can reach
42.78 CNY per deal.

6.2 Platform Pattern
Unlike the middleman pattern, all services in the plat-
form pattern are deployed on the unified platform of E-
commerce, although there are still third-party financial insti-
tutions and logistics companies involved in this pattern (see
Fig. 5b). For example, Taobao, a well-known E-commerce
enterprise under Alibaba, connects to third-party logistics
companies through Cainiao and traditional banks through
Alipay. All services of Cainiao, Alipay and Taobao are run-
ning on Aliyun’s cloud server. Such a unified deployment
can reduce the time and cost of users’ data/resource/value
transmission between different platforms to some extent.

In terms of parameters, the platform pattern is consistent
with the middleman pattern (see Tab. 7). However, due to
the unified management of services, users’ data does not
need to be transferred between servers of multiple platforms
or even multiple regions. Therefore, the extra time caused
by service interactions can be greatly reduced. As a result,
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(a) Middleman Pattern. E-commerce is only responsible for building
a platform to match up customers and sellers. Financial and logistics
services are all provided and operated by third parties.

(b) Platform Pattern. E-commerce companies provide a unified ser-
vice platform for sellers, financial institutions, and logistics companies
to reside in, so that consumers can enjoy one-stop services.

(c) Proprietary Pattern. E-commerce not only provides a trading plat-
form, but also connects sales, finance and logistics through acquisition
or personnel injection to further improve the efficiency of collaboration
among the three.

(d) New Retail Pattern. Further improve the transaction workflow by
adding parallel mechanisms through online and offline collaboration.

Fig. 5. Pattern diagrams of four typical E-commerce patterns. The differences between the two adjacent patterns are highlighted by the red circles.

compared with the middleman pattern, the platform pattern
reduces the average time by 0.175 days, that is, 4.2 hours.
The cost of this pattern is also reduced by about 2.248
CNY per deal. The transfer efficiency of data, resources,
and value have been improved accordingly (see Fig. 6).
Finally, the average normalized expenditure of the pattern
also decreased by about 6.67%. Because of the unification
of the carriers, the average pattern entropy also decreased
from 4.578 of the middleman pattern to 3.758.

6.3 Proprietary Pattern
In the proprietary pattern, the E-commerce enterprise pro-
vides a platform to sell its own goods through its own
financial and logistics system (see Fig. 5c). That means the E-
commerce enterprise plays the roles of seller, financial insti-
tution and logistics company through different departments
simultaneously, which can further improve the collaboration
efficiency of the supply chain. For example, JD, one of the
largest E-commerce platforms in China, sells goods of its
own stores, receives payment by its own financial services
namely JD wallet, transits goods through its own JD logis-
tics, and realizes a typical proprietary pattern.

In terms of parameters (see Tab. 7), due to the uni-
fied control on the source of goods, the seller can deliver
the goods from the closest source to the consumer, which
achieve a logistics time within 3 days. However, due to
the large-scale warehouse stock and management needed
by this pattern, the logistics cost increases 25% for each
delivery.

As for the assessment results (see Fig. 6), it is obvious
that the proprietary pattern greatly shortens the time to

complete a transaction, which reaches 2.519 days on aver-
age. The transfer efficiency of data and resources have been
improved by more than 1.5 times. The efficiency of value
transfer has also been slightly improved. This is because
of not only the reduction of logistics time but also the
improvement of the collaboration efficiency of the supply
chain. In addition, although the logistics cost has increased
25%, the overall cost of the proprietary pattern has still
decreased from 40.53 CNY in the platform pattern to 31.05
CNY. Finally, through the integration of sellers, logistics, and
finance, the normalized expenditure and pattern entropy of
the proprietary pattern decreased by about 5.9% and 0.704%
compared to the platform pattern, resp.

6.4 New Retail Pattern

The new retail pattern is produced based on the proprietary
pattern to help consumers complete intra-city transactions
in a short time (see Fig. 5d). It reliases the synchronization
of goods delivery and payments through online and offline
collaboration. For example, the FreshHemaa typical new
retail business of Alibaba, mainly sells daily necessities and
fresh food. The offline stores of FreshHema are deployed
according to blocks. Each store is only responsible for the
orders from nearby streets. If a user placed an order online,
FreshHema would transfer the goods from the nearest store.

Due to the characteristics of intra-city transactions, the
logistics process under the new retail pattern is usually
completed within 30 minutes. Nevertheless the logistics cost
has not been greatly reduced because of the frequent small
batch distribution. The logistics cost will also increase at
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TABLE 7
Assessment Parameters of Four Typical E-commerce Patterns

Parameter Middleman Pattern Platform Pattern Proprietary Pattern New Retail Pattern
Activity Time (Financial) U(0.5,1)/second U(0.5,1)/second U(0.5,1)/second U(0.5,1)/second
Activity Time (Logistics) P(3)/day P(3)/day U(1,3)/day U(10,30)/minute

Activity Time (Seller) P(60)/second P(60)/second P(60)/second P(60)/second
Activity Time (Customer) P(120)/second P(120)/second P(120)/second P(60)/second

Gateway Time U(0.5,1)/second U(0.5,1)/second U(0.5,1)/second U(0.5,1)/second
Flow Time (Basic) P(50)/millisecond P(50)/millisecond P(50)/millisecond P(50)/millisecond

Flow Time (Crossover) E(0.5)/second E(0.5)/second E(0.5)/second E(0.5)/second
Flow Time (Cooperation) E(0.01)/second E(0.01)/second E(0.01)/second E(0.01)/second

Activity Operating Cost (Financial) U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY
Activity Operating Cost (Logistics) P(6)/CNY P(6)/CNY P(8)/CNY U(4,10)/CNY

Activity Operating Cost (Seller) U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY
Activity Operating Cost (Customer) U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY

Gateway Operating Cost U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY U(0.5,1)/CNY
Activity/Gateway waiting cost U(0.5, 2)/CNY per day U(0.5, 2)/CNY per day U(0.5, 2)/CNY per day U(0.5, 2)/CNY per day

Value P(200)/CNY for goods, P(180)/CNY for seller, P(20) for logistics
Resource P(1000)/g

Data P(2048)/byte
Reliability U(0.995, 0.999)

(a) Time (b) Cost (c) Reliability

(d) Data Efficiency (e) Resource Efficiency (f) Value Efficiency

(g) Value Creation (h) Normalized Expenditure (i) Pattern Entropy

Fig. 6. Assessment results of four typical E-commerce patterns.
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night and in bad weather. So the transportation cost of a
new retail order is usually 4 to 10 CNY (see Tab. 7).

As a result, the new retail pattern significantly reduced
the total time expectation consumed by each order, from
2.5 days in the proprietary pattern to 0.03 days, that is, 43
minutes. The cost per deal has also decreased from 31.05
CNY to 13.05 CNY, about 137.98% lower than the propri-
etary pattern. Because the logistics time is greatly shortened,
the transfer efficiency of data, resources, and value has also
been greatly improved. Finally, the normalized expenditure
of new retail pattern has reached 0.0078, which is a huge
improvement of E-commerce compared to 0.2541 of propri-
etary pattern. The pattern entropy also decreased slightly
due to the refinement of parallel mechanisms of the pattern.

7 CORRELATION EXPERIMENT

In this section, we introduce 11 pattern features, includ-
ing Depth, Breadth, Service Collaboration Times (SCT),
User Collaboration Times (UCT), Execution Expect, Branch
Number, Gateway Number, Node Number, Data Number,
Resource Number, and Value Number, to try to find out
the most influential factors in each metric. Below is an
explanation of the pattern features:

• The Depth means the length of the longest path from
the start event to the end event.

• The Breadth is the number of the structured con-
tinuum of events, tasks, gateways which should be
connected by data flow, resource flow, and value
flow.

• The Service Collaboration Times (SCT) can be ob-
tained by counting the number of connectors be-
tween tasks.

• The User Collaboration Times (UCT) is the connector
number that connects nodes of two different partici-
pants.

• The Execution Expect means the expectation of exe-
cution times of all tasks.

• The Branch Number is the number of structured
continuums after removing the critical path (mostly
the longest path) in the workflow.

• The Gateway Number is the number of the gateway
nodes used in the workflow.

• The Node Number is the number of the events, tasks,
gateways used in the workflow.

• The Data/Resource/Value Number is the object
number transferred by data/resource/value flows.

In the following experiments, we investigate the corre-
lations between the pattern metrics and features based on
a service pattern dataset named S-SPD. S-SPD is a half-real
dataset containing 850 service patterns constructed based on
an existing dataset of IBM [35]. The IBM dataset constitutes
the workflows of the patterns in S-SPD. Data flows, resource
flows, value flows, participants, and other missing attributes
are generated through unified distribution sampling meth-
ods to minimize the impact of the generated data and ensure
the effectiveness of the results.

We investigated the correlations through Pearson cor-
relation coefficient (r as abbr.), Spearman coefficient (ρ as
abbr.), and Kendall’s rank coefficient (τb as abbr.). The

TABLE 8
Correlation Coefficients between the Assessment Metrics and the

Pattern Features.

Metric Pattern Feature r ρ τb

T
UCT 0.7381** 0.9142** 0.7682**

ExecutionExpect 0.6324** 0.8847** 0.7151**
SCT 0.7052** 0.8647** 0.6834**

C
Depth 0.6562** 0.8343** 0.6572**

ExecutionExpect 0.5075** 0.7929** 0.6152**
UCT 0.4858** 0.7068** 0.5174**

R
Depth -0.7116** -0.8848** -0.7370**

ExecutionExpect -0.5687** -0.8887** -0.7308**
SCT -0.6117** -0.8104** -0.6318**

E
Breadth 0.1196** -0.0968* -0.0752*

BranchNumber -0.0569 0.0788* 0.0564*
SCT -0.0547 0.0675 0.0473

V
ExecutionExpect 0.5650** 0.9363** 0.7828**
GatewayNumber 0.1625** 0.8219** 0.6425**
ResourceNumber 0.2072** 0.8180** 0.6573**

L
ExecutionExpect -0.1689** -0.8259** -0.6466**

SCT -0.3457** -0.7980** -0.6145**
NodeNumber -0.3522** -0.7928** -0.6090**

H
UCT 0.7525** 0.8556** 0.6734**

ValueNumber 0.7225** 0.8250** 0.6455**
NodeNumber 0.7210** 0.8197** 0.6348**

* indicates < .05 statistical significance, ** indicates < .01 statistical
significance.

coefficients of the most relevant three features of each metric
are shown in Tab. 8. And the corresponding distributions of
the features and the metrics are shown in Fig. 7.

As it can be seen, features that are mostly relevant to T
are UCT, Execution Expect, and SCT. Those three features
are found to have a strong positive correlation with the
time of a service pattern. This is reasonable because the
participants collaborate and service interaction could bring
in extra cooperation time, and greater Execution Expect
means more service execution time.

The correlations between C and Depth, Execution Expect,
UCT are found to be positive under all three coefficients.
For Depth, one possible reason for the positive correlation is
that the long workflows need to spend more waiting cost
compared to short ones. Correlation in Execution Expect
is positive because more executions indicate more basic
operating cost. The UCT is also positive to C, which may
be because that collaboration between participants would
bring in more time and then result in more waiting cost.

The features most relevant to R are Depth, Execution
Expect, and SCT. For Depth, the strong negative correlation
is reasonable because the longer the workflow is, the weaker
the task chain would be since any task exception could
result in a pattern fault. The Execution Expect and SCT also
has a negative correlation withR, one possible reason is that
the greater either feature is, the more tasks will be executed
and connected, which means worse robustness since few
tasks are perfectly reliable.

For Efficiency E , the Breadth is found to have a weak
positive but significant correlation around 0.1196 under
Pearson correlation coefficient r. This is possibly because
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Fig. 7. Examples of the relationship between the Assessment Metrics and the Pattern Features. For better demonstration of the correlation, all the
values used in the figures are in log scale.

more workflow in the pattern were performing simultane-
ously, so that data/resource/value were consumed as soon
as it is produced. Besides, the weak positive correlation
between Branch Number and E under ρ and τb could be
of the same reason.

The correlations between V and Execution Expect, Gate-
way Number, and Resource Number are found to be pos-
itive under all three coefficients. For Execution Expect, the
positive correlation is reasonable because a service pattern
could create more value as it executes the corresponding
tasks more. One possible reason for the positive correlation
in Gateway Number is that the gateway could bring in
loop structures, which may result in the create-value tasks
to execute more. The Resource Number also has a positive
correlation with V . This is reasonable because the exchange
of resources is an important source of value creation. In
other words, the more resources there are in a service
pattern, the more values could be created.

The features most relevant to L are Execution Expect,
SCT, and Node Number. All the three features are found
to have a significantly strong negative correlation with
Normalized Expenditure L. One possible reason is that the
marginal cost would decrease as there are more nodes and
connectors involved in a service pattern. As a result, the
average expenditure for each node would be less.

For the Pattern Entropy H, the UCT is found to have
a significantly strong positive correlation with it under all
three coefficients. This is reasonable because the increasing
number of participants’ collaboration would result in the
diversity of connectors and a greater connector entropy.
The Node Number is also found to be positive to H. One
possible reason is that more nodes not only means greater
node entropy but also more connectors to serialize them
which could result in a greater connector entropy. As for
the Value Number, its positive correlation with H is rea-
sonable because that more value objects indicate a greater

value entropy. Though we omit Data Number and Resource
Number, their correlation coefficients withH are quite close
to that of Value Number (r are 0.7164 and 0.7063, ρ are
0.8036 and 0.8176, and τb are 0.6144 and 0.6486, resp.). One
possible reason is that the more the data or resource object
is, the greater the data entropy or resource entropy could be.

8 COMPARISON & DISCUSSION

In this section, we make a comparison among SPDL-Q,
SPDL, BPMN2.0, and artifact-centric BPM (Business Process
Model), as shown in Tab. 9, to illustrate the main innova-
tions and advantages of SPDL-Q. The SPDL-Q is of great
significance in the following aspects.

1) A particular kind of result could be generated. The
BPMN2.0 and artifact-centric BPM can only depict business
from the perspective of processes, but cannot portray the
resource flow and value flow in the model. Although SPDL
complements describes the resource flow, it still lacks a
comprehensive portrayal of the value flow. Moreover, none
of the three modeling approaches supports quantitative
description of the service pattern, and thus cannot provide
a comprehensive analysis of the business.

SPDL-Q adds time, cost, reliability, data flow, resource
flow, value flow and other attributes and elements to the
traditional service process model. The service designer can
fit the possible values of relevant attributes through differ-
ent conditional probability distributions, and then measure
the normal performance of the service pattern in time,
cost, efficiency, and reliability. In addition, on the basis of
these values, a particular kind of result on pattern could be
generated.

2) A particular kind of decision could be enabled. The
artifact-centric BPM, BPMN2.0, and SPDL are mostly used
to instruct development. However, the lack of quantitative
description of the business elements makes it impossible to
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TABLE 9
Comparison between SPDL-Q and Other Modeling Methods

Artifact-centric BPM BPMN2.0 SPDL SPDL-Q
Activity tasks between states atomic or

choreography Task
individual services individual services , expanded

carrier, time, cost, reliability
Gateway structured activities controller of divergence

or convergence
process controller process controller, expanded

carrier, time, cost, reliability
Sequence Flow state sequence of

artifact
logical relationships

between nodes
logical relationships

between nodes
node order relationship and

contain the intermediate time
Data Flow entity, pairwise data

name and attribute
data input, output, and

storage
data attributes and

states added
quantifiable virtual sources,
expanded data type and size

Resource Flow none none available source of
wealth

quantifiable physical sources,
expanded category and weight

Value Flow none none as a special case of
resource flow

cash or virtual currency,
expanded currency and volume

locate the bottlenecks and defects of the pattern. The opti-
mization direction of service patterns nowadays is mainly
worked out by the brainstorming of the project managers
(PM), which usually requires a lot of time and manpower
investment, yet the effect cannot be guaranteed. Though
there are quantitative analysis methods like QoS (Quality
of Service) proposed, they are still not enough to evaluate
the resource and value flows of the business or to draw
conclusions in the design phase.

The assessment metrics of SPDL-Q consists of time, cost,
efficiency, reliability, value creation, normalized expendi-
ture, and pattern entropy. The metrics are typical, consistent,
operational, and comprehensive. They can not only reflect
the main characteristics and states of the service pattern,
but also reflect the strengths and weaknesses. With the
help of SPDL-Q, when designing new service patterns, it
is clear whether the pattern has achieved the expectations
at all levels, where bottleneck is, and what the optimization
direction of the pattern should be.

3) A particular kind of impact could be brought about.
The quantitative analysis methods based on traditional
modeling methods like artifact-centric BPM or BPMN2.0 are
designed to be implemented after the service deployment.
For instance, the neccessary attributes used in QoS analysis
can only be obtained after the business is deployed. Let
alone the methods cannot depict resource and value flows.
SPDL, while allowing for a more comprehensive portrayal
of the service pattern, still faces the same dilemma. This
leads to insufficient analysis and slow iteration of service
patterns.

Through SPDL-Q, MSI companies can simulate the ser-
vice pattern through conditional probability distribution
and historical data. They can judge whether the new func-
tion will have a positive impact on the system before-
hand. Besides, a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the
change could be made at the new pattern’s design stage.

9 CONCLUSION

As the MSI business is developing quickly and diversely,
service pattern modeling and assessment are becoming in-
creasingly important. In this work, to empower the MSI
with pattern computing and quantify the assessment and
comparison of the service patterns, a service pattern assess-
ment framework is proposed along with a pattern descrip-

tion language called SPDL-Q and a set of pattern assessment
metrics. Case studies on four E-commerce patterns are con-
ducted which validate the effectiveness of our framework
and reveal the profound reason as to why and how the
later patterns outperform the former ones. Besides, the
most influential factors to each pattern metric are inspected
through a correlation experiment to enlighten the relevant
practitioners. In addition, a discussion is carried out to
compare the SPDL-Q with existing modeling methods and
illustrate the advantages.

In the future, service pattern selection and composition
methods could be proposed on the basis of SPDL-Q. Also,
with the assessment metrics as goals, the optimization al-
gorithms can be designed as well. All those works could be
profound to improve the efficiency of society and strengthen
the innovation of the MSI.
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